






a.m., JUNE FIFTH, Nine-
teen Hundred Sixty-Three
MEMORIAL COLISEUM
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY - LEXINGTON
.J - ';
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Marshal of the Day
Colonel Robert E. Tucker, United States Army
The National and University Colors
The President of the University
The Trustees of the University and Official Guests
The Vice Presidents, Dean of Women, Dean of Men, Dean of
Admissions and Registrar, Associate Business Manager,
and Director of Accounting and Budgetary Control
The Deans of the Colleges and Other Administrative Officials
The Members of All-University Units
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Law
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Commerce
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT FRANK GRAVES DICKEY, Presi dinq
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION-Dr. Raymond L. Alexander
Minister, Woodland Christian Church
Lexington, Kentucky
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
Lord, for Thy tender mercies' sake.
University Vocal Quartet
. Richard Farrant
REMARKS . President Dickey
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS . President Dlckev
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS. . Dr. Leo M. Chamberlain
BENEDICTION-The Reverend Donald Herren








Thomas Merton (Father M. Louis)
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE






ALBERT DENNIS KIRWAN, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT
Anne P Cunningham* * Psychology
Dissertation: "Cognitive Controls and Measures of Personality"
........... Animal Science Laramie,




Robert Robbins Garrigus* ....... Animal Science Lexington
Dissertation: "Effects of Physical Form of Soybean Hulls on the Produc-
tion of Volatile Fatty Acids and on Steer Performance"
Terry Ray Greathouse" Animal Science Hindsboro, III.
Dissertation: "Preweaning and Postweaning Performance and Carcass
'" Characteristics of Hereford and Hereford X Red Poll Cross-
bred Calves"
Jack Gruber" Microbiology .. . Lexington
Dissertation: "Attempts to Produce Rheumatic Fever and to Determine
the Role of Hypersensitivity in Its Pathogenesis"
Jean Ruth Halladay ..... English Little Falls, N. Y.
Dissertation: "Ruskin's Reputation as Seen in Various British Literary
Periodicals 1837-1855"
Thomas Lee Huber" ..... Animal Science .... Brownstown, Ind.
Dissertation: "Relation of Extracellular Acid-Base Parameters to the
Pathogenesis of Acute Ovine Indigestion"
Hughes Brantley Jenkins, Jr. ... Physics Donalsonville, Ga.
Dissertation: "Surface Area Determination from Apparent Volume Data"
Roger Witt Johnson Microbiology Lexington
Dissertation: "In Vitro Hypersensitivity of Guinea Pig Leukocytes to
Tuberculin Following Passive Transfer, Leukopenia, and
Sensitization with Heat-Killed Mycobacterium Tuberculosis
H37Rv"
Jerome Roy Klein** Psychology Lexington
Disserf ation: "An Investigation of the Confusion Between Similarity and
Identity in Schizophrenic Conceptual Performance"
Richard Compton Lamb Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "Inelastic Neutron Scattering From Fe, AI, and Mn"
James Robert Leonard ... Psychology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Hypnotic Age-Regression"
John Byron Long** Psychology





Leonard LaFayette Morgan** Psychology Nashville, Tenn.
Dissertation: "The Effects of Interpersonal Attraction on Task Perform-
ance in Dyads of Older Adults"
Ali Akbar Paydarfar* ..... Sociology Lexington
Dissertation: "Modernization and Demographic Characteristics of Iranian
Provinces and Selected Nations"
Potu Narasimha Rae" .... Biological Sciences .. Andhra Pradesh, India
Dissertation: "Subgenome Interdependence in Nicotiana Tabacum as Re-
vealed by a Study of the F, Haploid X Diploid"
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .







"A Study of Milton's Eighteenth Century
British Periodicals, 1711-1778"
.............. ...Psychology . . Miami, Fla.
Dissertation: "A Block Rotation Task and Multivariate Statistical Pro-
cedure For the Diagnosis of Organic Brain Disorder"
George C. Skelley, Jr. * .. Animal Science ... Boise City, Okla.






James Robert Snyder" * ... Political Science ...... Georgetown
Dissertation: "Sharing the Atom: An American Dilemma"
Claude Carroll Sturgill ... History Bowling Green
Dissertation: "Marshall Villars in the War of the Spanish Succession"
Charles Norman Vittitoe ..Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "Negative Pion-Proton Interactions at 604 Mev" t-
Martha Frances Watson** ..Mathematics Murray
Dissertation: "On Functions that are Bivalent in the Unit Circle"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Edwin
ADDRESS
.. Charleston, S. C.
Among 6th Grade Students"
....... Athens, Ga,
"Attitude Toward Democratic Teaching and Democratic Per-
formance of Student Teachers Under Various Placement
Conditions"
Eugene Lamberth .. Cottontown,
Dissertation: "Developing Criteria for Appraisal and Appraising Local




Leroy Frederic Anderson **
Dissertation: "Adjustment and Values
Charles R Berryman
Dissertation:
Primitive P. Perez ""
Dissertation: "Minimum vocabulary Lists in
guage For Use In Teaching
Schools"
....... Batangas,
the Philippine National Lan-
Spelling in the Elementary
Phil.
James H. Powell.............. .. Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of the Factors Involved in the Failure and Sub-
sequent Success of a Voted Tax for School Buildings in
Five Selected Counties in Kentucky"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION
NAME
Dolores Slaughter Cheek
Fred Chumbler, Jr. **
Donald Edward Jones"
CSSY!lEI l-IO"'iHd v) 10
ADDRESS
......... , Lexington
....... ,. Mays Lick
...... Henderson
)1'1?1i8F) ~E1eJ, Ps,"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
John James B. Ayres
Harris Jaye Berman
David James Cavenv" *
MAJOR SUBJECT
........................ " ...... Diplomacy and International
Commerce New York, N, y,
...................... Psychology . Lexington
................. Political Science Louisville
............. Mathematics " .. Kings Mountain, N, C.
ADDRESSNAME
Orhan Aka
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August J 0, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Charles Ronald Cella** ... English
John Earl Cleek * . ..Ancient Languages ....
Billy Ray Engle** Physical Education
Ronald M. Enroth* .sociology
Hans Hartmut Fischer" * Political Science
Demetrios P. Georgides . History
Walter P Gerlach... Mathematics .
Christine Bergener Guimaraes ....... Diplomacy and International
Commerce Lexington
Lee Helm Hanson, Jr. ..Anthropology Lexington
Phillip Hite Harris** Art Lexington
James Lee Heizer* .. History Louisville
Billy Frank Hunt" Political Science Cave City
Russell Joseph Jewert* .Political Science Beltsville, Md.
Shafiq Tawfiq Kazzaz* . .Diplomacy and International
Commerce ... . Sulaeinania, Iraq.
Barney Lee Keith* .. Ancient Languages Florence, Ala.
John Harold Kuhnle* * English Lexington























Spencer A Leiterman ........
MiIdred Luckey
Emma Mae McPherson
James Patrick Maher* *
John H. Mayfield
Bruce Hager Mayhew, Jr .....
Jean Gardner Pival* * ..
Gary Wayne Porier .
Andreas Robert Prindl*
Gerald F. Roberts** .
John Lawrence Rosell* '"
Alvin Morris Seals
Winifred Ann Stuart" .
Ralph Rufus Triplette, Jr ..
Vernon Crafton Warren, Jr. '"
Doris Dickson Welch .




























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
NAME











* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
















Charles Edward Cleaver Mathematics
William Hunter Dent, Jr. . Mathematics
Donatus Sutidjo Djojosumitro Agronomy
Henryk Dubicki ** Chemistry
Don Darryl Duncan Physics
Jerry S. Faughn * Physics
Kent Kelly Felty* * Geology .
Vatsala Garg* Botany .
Edi Guhardja ** Botany ..
Harjadi Hadikoesworo . ...Agricultural Economics.
Jerome Dean Hopkins" ..... Botany
W. Wilson Hourigan* * .Agricultural Economics
Edgar Lionel Ibarra Agricultural
Economics Guatemala, Guatemala
Charles Joseph Isbell Botany Prestonsburg
Richard Lawrence Johnson" * Chemistry Lexington
Lael Francis Kinch** Mathematics Lexington
Oetit Koswara . .. Agronomy . Ames, Iowa
Hong-Sang Lau .. Microbiology Lexington
Gerald Graham Leslie, Jr. ** Chemistry Prestonsburg
Robert F. McGuire Physics Rochester, N. Y.
Glenn Arlo Miller* .. . Psychology Lexington
Richard Andrew Mullikin Mathematics Georgetown
Jean Anthony Powell Physics . Lexington
Ikie Neal Presson" Mathematics Lexington
Jesse Emerson Raine Economics Lexington
Rosa Kathleen Riggs** Botany . . Ravenna
Benny Rudolph Riley Physics . Hickory
Betty Bean Robinson . .. Mathematics Lexington
Saeed Salehi" * Mathematics Lexington
Thomas Franklin Stafford, Jr. ** Geology Tallahassee, Fla.
Thurman Edward Stewart Physics Chatsworth, Calif.
Ping-Ie Sun" . Agricultural Entomology .. Bogar, Indonesia
James C Van Meter Mathematics Lexington
Charles Madison Walker* * Mathematics Forest City, N. C.







Chelladurai S David" * .
Robert Eugene Eplee "
John Anderson Ewing ....
MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
............... Poultry Science Lexington
.... Dairy Science. . . Taylorsville
......... Agricultura! Extension Princeton
. Agronomy Elliston
.... Agricultural Economics St. Paul, Ind.
........ Poultry Science Morganton, N. C.
.. Horticulture Marion, N. C.
......... Agricultural Economics Versailles
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
George Thomas Gabriilidis** ..Animal Science Thessaloniki, Gr.
Seldon V. Hail** ...Animal Science Ula
Ben William Hayes* ..Animal Science Kuttawa
Berchln Hayes Helton ** Agronomy . Corbin
Ralph Emerson Lamar 111** Rural Sociology Princeton, N. J.
Harold Gibson Love" Agricultural
Economics
......... Agricultural Economics






























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME






. . Orissa, India




George Richard Buchanan" *
David Carlton Cowherd"
Thomas Olin Glenn 111*
Larry D. Luttrell** ..
Donald Ray Lynam*
Sureshchandra Ramanlal Patel


















* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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William Sherard Clark** .
Larry Ray Gibson;' .
Avinash Narasihbhai Patel ..
Gopal Anubhai Shah
George Thomas Slaughter.



















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Charles Lee Adams*;' . Winchester
Hasan Akdernir" * Ankara, Turkey
Edward Wiley Allin, Jr. * * . .. Lexington
Carlton Eugene Anderson * * .. Hebron
Ralph Franklin Arnold . Williamstown
Alberta Murphy Atkinson .. Ewing
Edward Ellis Ball, Jr.** . .. Alexandria
Janet Gwen Barber .. Lexington
Marjorie Hedges Basfin "" Lexington
Mary Strouse Bell** .. Cynthiana
William Dean Bender" Clovis, New Mex.
Robert Louis Bennett** Port Arthur, Tex.
Elizabeth Burchett Blackerby........ Lexington
Marie G. Blevins* * . Monticello
Florence Bovey Breault" * . Lexington
Cliffie Elizabeth Brown" * .. Island
William Adams Browning** Viper
Larry Garmon Bruce* .. Frankfort
Vernon Jack Calhoun" . Lexington
Georgia Conley Campbell* * . Lexington
Ray Moschel Canant . . Abilene, Tex.
Helen Hall Carl** .. Versailles
Alva Chrisman" * Font Hill
George H. C. Chun* Wahiawa, Hawaii
George W Cornett" . Hindman
Lelia Dean Courtney* * Louisville
Mattie Holbrook Cox .. Shelbyville
Pauline Miller Cox** .. Rockholds
Eleanor Camp Criswell* * .. ". Hitchins
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, '962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Jettle Manning Crisp Beaverdam, O.
Margaret O'Neill Cushing* * Maysville
Dixie Ann Davis" * .. . Lexington
Donna Fisher Dayton ** . Wilmore
Samuel T Delaney........ .. Lexington
William Bryan Diamond" . Lexington
Eugene Porter Drake Coxs Creek
John William Dumford** . Lexington
James Kinnaird Dunavant . Lexington
John David Elkins" * .. N. Middleton
Dainese B. Emody* * S. Williamson
Omer Er* * . .. Mersin, Turkey
Darvin Kent Estes** Lexington
Thomas Parker Evans ** Lexington
Grace Bingham Ewen"" . Lexington
James Houston Florence** Lexington
Jane Carroll Florence** Paris
Carolyn Marsteller Floyd Lexington
Barbara Faulk Freeman" * Lexington
Jane Craig Fuller* * . Lexington
Billie Jean Gabbard** . . Owingsville
Gloria Tuazon Ganzon** Tarlac, Phil.
Margaret Gibson** Harrodsburg
Mildred Moss Greer* * . . Bardstown
Robert Bush Haggard* . Winchester
Jack Belvin Hall........ .. Lexington
Kenneth Tolley Hardin" * .. Hampton
William David Harrell Shelbyville
Blanche Trammell Harris" . Corbin
Mary Ann Harris .. Bellevue, Nebr.
Cornelius Hibbitts** .. . London
Judith Lawson Hill* * Frankfort
Ralph Eugene Horn" * .. Frankfort
Raymond Rice Hornback * .. Morehead
Arthur Eugene Horton ** .. . Trenton, O.
Theodore Chenault Jackson Mt. Sterling
Cecilia Rose Johnson .. Hazard
Frances Lambert Johnson . Lexington
Blanche Johnston" * Lexington
Shirley Guinevere Johnstone** . Lexington
Charles Chenault Jones** Lexington
'SEsf~e Kl!1'l ~er Kl!Flt'e belli! !:1tB!! {'
Merritt Leon Kingsolver .. Danville
Sue Spears Lail** . Lexington
James Duane Landreth" * Richmond
Grace Margaret Leonard" *... Lexington
Za Thomas Lester, Jr. ** Mackville
Leslie Daniel Lingenfelter, Jr.** .. Miamisburg, O.
Gladys Lawson Little** .. Nicholasville
" Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
"" Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Lawrence H. McCracken, Jr. .. Harlan
Naomi Ruth McCracken* * Lexington
Dorothy Alexander McMillen Wilmore
Evolyn Bascom Mains Maysville
Renfro Clark Manning* Loyall
Lynda Lee Miller Marshall* * .. .. Lexington
William Eugene Marshall.......................... . Lexington
Patricia Sue Masten** Lexington
Beulah Mauney* * Corbin
John Oscar Merchant* Bagdad
Kenneth A. Mitchell* * Virgie
Barbara Estep Nolte" Olive Hill
Gawinna M. Monhollon** Louisville
John Patrick Murphy* * .. Lexington
Lena Antis Nevison * * South Shore
Robert Richard Oliver.. . Lexington
Evelyn B Orme" * . Lexington
E. G. Plummer" * . Danville
John McKinley Raines, Sr. * * Corbin
Ewing Gray Rascoe" * . . Owensboro
Robert Joseph Remington .. Lexington
Kenneth Ray Reynolds** Nicholasville
Thomas Foster Rogers * * . Morehead
Orner Saray* * Ankara, Turkey
Carole Faith Sasser*. .. Lexington
Ruth H Scott * * . Middletown
Doris Scott Seabolt" * Versailles
Wilson C Sergeant** . .. North Lewisburg, O.
Salome Souder .. Jonesville
Chester Lee Sparks . Winchester
Patricia Gibson Stewart" .. Lexington
Thomas Edgar Stidham Lexington
Norton Robert Sullivan, Jr. .. Louisville
Anetha Reasor Tanner** .. Frankfort
Ruby Hughes Thompson * * . Horse Cave
James Edward Treston** .. Louisville
Lortne C. Trosper** .~ Lexington
Helen Martin Turner" Paris
James David Tuttle** Versailles
Bettie Cook Wells* * .. Waddy
Donald Leo White** Morehead
Russell Edwin White Lexington
£all) CSfF1ell wm~all LcxiliglOii
Donald Ross Williamson* . Russellville
Arthur Clifford Wilson Lexington
Eunice Witt Winn* * Irvine
Virginia Hargis Wisegarver** Lexington
Troy Arnold Womack Houston, Tex.
Matthew Philip Young * * . Louisa
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Catherine Robertson Boyd* Lexington
GeorgeW Brooks** . Harrodsburg
Inez Toohey Burgan** . . . Cynthiana
Shirley Carden Castlen"" . Owensboro
Cletus Wayne Coats" * . Munfordville
Harold Dohoney England* * Wheatley
Buena Hixson Graham* * .. . Beaver Falls, Pa.
Bernard E Horsley" * . Paris
James E Hughes** . .. .. Pleasureville
Kenneth Ray Johnson** . Lewisburg
Janet Ruth Jordan * * .. Lexington
H. Allen Middleton** Smithland
Doris C Mountjoy* * . Danville
Peggy L. St. Clair" * Horse Branch
Helen D. Wesley* * Somerset
Elizabeth Hickman Wright Franklin
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
NAME ADDRESS
Virendra C. Baret" . Ahmedabad, India
Alora Mcintyre Baxter** Keavy
Jerry Gordon Beard" * Lexington
Ruth Wight Blackburn . Lexington
Frank Carson Corley Louisville
John Thomas Eddleman Springfield
Ralph Wallace Estes Lexington
Larry Allan Garvis Lexington
David Albert Hake** .. Bellevue
Gerald Alfred Harrington Winchester
TI6 d!l K'I § l~eF1r"~ii!e I wing+on
William Allan Jackson Lexington
Walter White King* .. . Winchester
James Verne Ledford" . Cawood
John Talbot Masten, Jr. .. Lexington
Robert Lilburn Porter" Castlewood, Va.
William G. Proffitt, Jr. Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Samuel Vent Schuster 111** Louisville
JOllil Robel I 'NaIJICII . bSlliFl!::jtSF1
Robert William Wright Lexington
\
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN LIBRARY SCIENCE
NAME ADDRESS
Frances Gertrude Edney" * Lexington
Jenelle Elder* * Benham
Helen Fisher" . Danville
.. Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Mary Alice Kreehe . . Lexington
Sara Haddix Leech . Lexington
Julie Bridget McElroy* * Lexington
Donald Marshall Pinney" * Phoenix, Ariz.
Delbert Earl Roach** ....... .. "................. Salt Lake City, Utah
Ruth Clara Werner Steele** Sullivan, Ill.
Eloise Jean Yoris** . Pineville
Barbara Jean May Williams* Mi,dway
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH
NAME
Allen Edward Crowe" ...




CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Andrew Frederic Chaky* * , Berea
John Ernest Conley" Lexington
Aikin O. Connor .. Lubbock, Tex.
5siielia IElaiiie I:elel fielel: . K Oli i1lc) TeRIi1
Alice Marie Evenburgh .. Maysville
Martha Sue Gewinner* * .. Lexington
Lawrence Knox Harris** Stanton
Sandra Lou Nee Harlan
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
MARTIN MARSHALL WHITE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Janice Anne Adams History .. Mayfield
Patricia Ann Allen Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Sfephefi TJ9101 Alleri
Peggy Lia Amburgey Sodology
linda Ann Arnold library Science .
Charles W Baker" English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Harvey ton
John Richard Barber, Jr Chemistry . Springfield
Rebecca Barlow Economics Carlisle
Sophia Kay Barnett Political Science Eddyville
Virginia Rapp Barrett Botany .. Lexington
Lawrence James Bass Chemistry Lexington
Susan Smart Beattie History Lexington
David Allen Blakeman" '" Radio, Television, Films Frankfort
Phillip Kay Blevins Chemistry .. Monticello
Rankin Clay Blount, Jr Topical Field-Recreation Lexington
Mildred B. Bobbitt Topical Field-Speech
Pathology Lexington
June Elisabeth Bohanan English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Lexington
..Topical Field-Religious Aspects
of Culture ........ Lexington
Elizabeth Lee Bourne" Ancient Languages Mt. Sterling
~n Richard Bozeman" Political Science . Lexington
Sandra Conover Branam Art .. Lexington
Oren Minter Breeck Anthropology .. .. Frankfort
Diana Leigh Brown" '" Social Work Lexington
David Allan .Buchanan""" Chemistry Madisonville
I tAoseph Terry Burch** Economics . Covington
Martha Ann Burchett Social Work .. Prestonsburg
Elanor Louise Burkhard Modern Foreign Languages Liberty
Barbara Jean Burns Psychology Washington, D. C.
Proctor Sherwood Burress, Jr Psychology Lexington
Susan Callahan Bushart History Fulton
Marvin Everett Butcher" '" . . Economics.... Lexington
He: ill L Gillis, ell ....... ... D'~lii1<1ail aRS 1F:l1"liiF1<1a1"'oRal
............ Hindman
Lexington
Betsy Amelia von Borries
Florence
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.




................ Topical Field-Science and
Human Behavior ..
Betty Joy Carter Library Science
Patricia Ann Casstdv" * English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Mlanta,~.
Patricia Ann Caudill ** . . Psychology .. Elkhorn City
Suede!1 Carpenter Cave** History Salyersville
Carlene Estelle Clark Social Work Lexington
Helen Nunn Cochran Political Science Marion
William Staley Cooper History .. Elizabethtown
Carroll Birchell Coslow* * History Lexington






Languages ..... Big Stone Gap, Va.
Donna Lee Day Social Work New Castle
Valentin A De Marco* Art Lexington
Timothy Basil Demas Classics Lexington
Gayle Woodward Dinsmore History Lexington
Marilyn Jean Dixon Physical Education Lexington
Daphne S. Dollar . History Madisonville
Joseph Kyle Drake" * Psychology Lexington
William Raymond Drake Chemistry .. Lexington
Linda Lou Duncan" .Diplomacv and International
Commerce . Owensboro
................. ,. .... English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts .. ..
..Chemistry
..English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Richmond
Henry Esli Everman History Paris
Jack Emory Farley" * History Pikeville
W. Scott Ford Sociology Sea Cliff, N. Y.
vi: Dorothy Jane Fraser . Social Work. . Lexington
t,...oo""'"LarryDouglas Garmon** Political Science Glasgow
Lois Anne Garnett Political Science Hopkinsville
~ Reuben Everard Garnett, Jr.** History Glasgow
y William Henry Charles Gerlach** Political Science Lexington
J891i,C Pliliglc G'iisbUig . .. llisIOly .. ,VdddlesbolO
NAME
Kathleen Cannon"
Paul T. Carr II




Jackie Lee Elam ..
Henry Prewitt Evans .











Amnon Golan* . ...... .Diplomacy and International
Commerce New York, N. Y.
. Social Work St. Petersburg, Fla.
....... Political Science Alexandria
/ Linda Ann Graham ...
y'VRonald Lee Gnmm*
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT
Randall Paul Guth Chemistry ..
John Marshall Hacker English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts . .
Jacqueline Driscoll Hagler* * English, Speech and Dramatic
, Arts Lexington
EdwardCarroll Hale, Jr.** Art-Education Lexington





\, Judy Diane Hamilton Political Science Hodgenville
Lloyd James Hankins Political Science Hebron
Charles Combs Harber History Lexington
Hortense L Harris Social Work Lexington
VvB'"ennie Joe Harrison Arts-Law Lexington
Reid K Harrod Chemistry . Lexington
Nancy Merle Hart Modern Foreign
Languages San Mateo, Calif.
Hal Price Headley, Jr History Lexington
John Anthony Heffeman " * Sociology Lexington
vL-M-£rvinLee Henderson Arts-Law Lexington
Kevin Newell Hennessey Chemistry Lexington
Roberta Jo Hern... . Political Science .. Benham
Caroleena Hernandez History Lexington
William Lamar Herrin English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Bowling Green
Penelope Ann Hess Social Work Huntington, W. Va.
George Henry Hilgartner III Political Science Louisville
Jesse Lewis Hill..... ..Geography Lexington
Mary Carolyn Hill Topical Field-Speech and
Hearing Pathology Maysville
Susan Jayne Holden Modern Foreign Languages Louisville
linda Marie Honeycutt History Covington
Mary Susan Hoover History Lexington
Ralph Edward Hopkins Chemistry Middlesboro
Russell Houston 111* , History Lexington
Saundra Jean Howard ...Psychology .. Lexington
Eddie Dean Hulett Chemistry Nicholasville
Charlotte Lyon Hundley* * Chemistry . Tompkinsville
Margaret Brown Huston Topical Field-Child
Development ..
Inna lijin Modern Foreign
Languages . Helsinki, Finland
Barbara Len Johnson History Ashland
Judith Frances Johnson Art , Lexington
Larry Lee Johnson" History Ashland









• Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .











William Howard Keeling Anthropology Princeton
Ann Haydon Kelley Music Bardstown
Myrtle Frances Ketley. . Library Science Lexington
Jewell Dean Kendrick Social Work Fern Creek
William Gordon Kenton Political Science Maysville
Gwen Kettenacker* . ...Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Charles David Kirkpatrick History . Irvine
Karen Elizabeth Kramer English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Owensboro
Raleigh Franklin Lane Political Science Louisville
Harry Reginald Laswell History Brodhead
Eddie Lawson, Jr Political Science. .. Covington
Nancy Vimont Layson English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Millersburg
............ Political Science Lexington
. Topical Field-Foundation for
the Study of Law Madisonville
Carolyn Van Winkle Lips Political Science Louisville
Burton George Livingston History Wilmore
Wayne Lyon Lollis" * Political Science Lexington
Richard Henry Lowe Radio, Television, Films .. Northboro, Mass. y
Clarence Lowery, Jr. .. Chemistry . Cumberland
Marcia Allin McDowell English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Erie, Pa.
........ Social Work Bowling Green
... English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts . .. Lexington
Lee Allen McMillan English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Lexington
..................... Political Science Munster, Ind
.. ....... English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts .
.. Chemistry ..
...... English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts .. Clifton, III.
Carl Kelley Marling Psychology .. Le Loc!e, Swit.
Brenda Sue Marquis Speech Pathology Atlanta, Ga.
Hanna Anton Marta Chemistry . .. Niles, III.
Joseph Richard Martin* .. Art ..... Lexington
Suzanne Martin English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts
Ronald Rowland Masden * * .. .. Arts-Medicine
Joseph Edward Mees Diplomacy and International
Commerce Versailles




Charles Fielden Lewis ..
William Edwin Lightfoot*
Nancy Carolyn McGown
Norman Dan Mciver ......
David Lee Mahan ..
Linda McDowell Major*
Yanda Catherine Marcum
Ardis Diane Marek ....
Shepherdsville
Lexington
.... : ... Franklin
Shepherdsville
.. Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
EricHarris Mills ,Modern Foreign Languages Hopkinsville
Dudley Lanier Milward* Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Sandra Mingua .Poltticel Science Germantown
Milton Carlisle Minor, Jr. * Arts-Engineering Danville
Betty Jane Mitchell* History Campbellsville
Jerry Ray Mitchell Chemistry .. Providence
Virginia Maffet Mobley Social Work Elizabethtown
Mildred Fay Moore . History Lexington
Barbara Bean Morgan Art Lexington
Linda H. Mount* Psychology Romulus, N. Y.
Gilbert Henry Muller English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Sea Cliff, N. Y.
Morell Eugene Mullins English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Richmond
Lenore Elizabeth Newland Art Frankfort
Josephine Mazzie Nims English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Winchester
Elizabeth Croley O'Roark " Art Ft. Monmouth, N. J.
Judith Suzanne Osterman Topical Field-Interior
Design Louisville
James Gordon Otto History . Lexington
Richard Franklin Park Chemistry Pineville
David Ford Pearson English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Louisville
Suzanne Magee Pitzer History Louisville
VRon;ld Glen Polly* .. Arts-Law McRoberts
James Kerry Powell English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Owensboro
Sonnee Sue Ptomey Social Work Sutton, W. Va.
David Grant Purdy* Economics Lexington
WilHamOxley Quirey** Political Science McLean, Va.
Ted Alan Ramsey Chemistry Somerset
Elmer Bishop Ratcliff Chemistry Hazard
George Douglas Ray English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Milford, Conn.
Arthur Gordon Reel Radio, Television, Films Covington
Carolyn Ann Reid Speech Pathology Owensboro
John Charles Reid Political Science Louisville
Carley Sue Revell English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Louisville
Charles Jacob Riedinger** Political Science Vanceburg
Frank Bertram Rippetoe ., History Lexington
Herschel B. Robinson 111** Chemistry Lexington
Jackie F. Robinson Philosophy Lexington
Bonita Jean Robison English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Louisville
Clyde Norman Rolf Chemistry Dayton
Dorothea E. Rolf Social Work Fort Thomas
Shelby Don Rose Chemistry Manchester
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME MAJORSUBJECT ADDRESS
Donald Garrison Ryan . ..Psychology Loveland, 0, V
Lucy Ruth Salmon** . Arts-Medicine . Madisonville
Jerry Sue Sanders English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Lancaster
Theodore Baer Schneider Political Science Frankfort
Robert William Schultz** Radio, Television,
Films Clarksburg, W. Va.
James A. Scott Arts-Law .. Lexington
Joseph Ronald Sheeran Political Science Louisville
Susan Kirby Shelton English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts. . Vine Grove
David Franklin Shively Psychology Pleasure Ridge Park
Kay Shropshire Diplomacy and International
Commerce . . Lexington
......... English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Lexington
Thelma Dean Singleton History Brandenburg
Patricia Marshall Smith** Topical Fteld-e-Recreatlon .. Concord, Mass.
Roberta Lyn Smith Social Work Eminence
Sonia V'Louise Smith English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Lexington
Avery Lee Stanley" * ..Political Science Garrison
James Willis Stephens, Jr. .. ....... Topical Field-American
Culture Frankfort
................. Art Dry Ridge
John Walter Simcox, Jr.
Nancy Dell Stith
j;!isl an;! I.a so Taylor English; Speech and Dramatic
A $: I ollisville"
Forest Greenwood Thompson * * Sociology Shaw AFB, S. C.
James Alan Trammell Chemistry Somerset
Jamina Lynn Tweel Social Work Huntington, W. Va.
Gaynelle Vance** .Soclal Work Lexington
Hugh Goodwin Vandegrift Geography . . Huntsville, Ala.
Lela Faye Vice English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Mt. Sterling
Lemuel Richard Waitman .. .. History Lewisport
Doris A WalJingford* Psychology .. Maysville
Julia Frances Wardrup Speech Pathology Harlan
Carol Raye Wasson Topical Field-Costume Design
and Merchandising Covington
James Arnold Watson Political Science Lexington
Betty Joyce Webb English, Speech and Dramatic
Arts Lawrenceburg
Arthur Townsend Webster" History Louisville
Jerry Duke Westerfield Topical Field-Biological and Social
Basis of Behavior Hartford
Vada Kathryn Roper White Radio, Television, Films Lexington
Margaret Ruth Whitworth Political Science Dordrecht, The Neth.
Lyne Starling Williams History Louisville
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
* * Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Paul Allen Willis Arts-Law
Aubrey Daryll Wills** .Chemistry.





CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
NAME
Bulus A Ajlouny* ...
MAJOR SUBJECT
. Topical Field-General
Engineering Detroit, Mich .
........ Geology Monticello
....... Zoology Dawson Springs
...... Hygiene and Public Health ...... Whitesburg
.. ...Topical Field-Biological and
Social Basis of Behavior Franklin
Robert Munson Carey" * Arts-Medicine Lexington
Thomas James Cherry Psychology Louisville
Francis Robert Clarke" Chemistry Lexington
Donald Allen Courtney Zoology Lexington
Bradley Burton Cox Physics Lancaster
Marvin Gene Dunn .. . Geology Walton
Donald Lee Evans Zoology . Middlesboro
Faye Louise Farley Zoology .. Pikeville
Morris Preston Fields" Zoology Combs
Russell Deon Hers" * Chemistry Paducah
Philip Michael Fox Zoology Madisonville
Guida June Gadberry Chemistry Paducah
James Richard Gavigan ..Zoology Ashland
Michael Louis Green Physics Ludlow
Patricia Carole Harman .Microbiology Lexington
Jerry Spalding Helm Mathematics Lebanon
Linda Sue Hoffman ... .. Psychology Lexington
James Thomas Holt" * Chemistry Somerset
Carl Jeff Hounshell* Psychology Miami, Fla.
James Bitts Hudson ** Psychology . Crestwood
George Roger Hund* * Mathematics Louisville
Philip Austin Hutchison Psychology Maysville
Marshall R. Johnson Zoology Lancaster
Barbara Allen Jordan ,Anatomy and Physiology Ashland
Judson McClung Knight Microbiology Danville
Ronald Gene Knight Physics . Lexington
Robert Browning Ligon * ..Physics........ ...... Mayfield
Robert Wilson McReynolds Mathematics Lewisburg
Donald Everett Mains ..Physics Covington
Jere Marlin Marrs Chemistry Nicholasville
James Ernest Miller Mathematics East Bernstadt
Michael G. Miller. .Physics Paducah




Ray Preston Biggerstaff, Jr.
John Paul Broderson
L
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Robert Raymond Mook* Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Ronald Salvatore Paterno Mathematics Vineland, N. J.
George Nicholas Pearce" Mathematics Louisville
James Allen Pearson" Physics Covington
Qill; j;lee!le Pr@I:l3I@ . il'. ..t ua*,,"Sf1 a*iS!l .. C,lill:isl'IB
Joseph Henry Rapier, Jr Zoology Paintsville
Mary Frances Richardson** Chemistry Barbourville
Schultz Riggs III ** Mathematics , Owensboro
Frederick William Schule, Jr Physics Montclair, N, J.
Vincent George Schulte** Psychology Lexington
William Hayden Smith** , Mathematics Louisville
Charles Albert Stewart , Psychology Lancaster
Thomas Michael Stoeckinger "., Chemistry ,."" Lexington
Leonard Carroll Tatum* Mathematics , Lebanon
James Winstead Thornton, Jr. 'I< Geology Lexington
Bobby Joe Timmons** Geology Slaughters
Tommy Bowen Tompkins* M'athematics ,." , Corbin
Lynn Rae Tudor Zoology Lexington
Donald Edward Velkley Physics Somerset
William Francis Wathen ,.Psychology Uniontown
Michael Stroud Watson Psychology Covington
Larry Haynes Westerfield , Topical Field-Biological and Social
Basis of Behavior Hartford
Robert Henry White, Jr. * 'I< Arts·Medicine Fulton
Leslie Gay Whitmer Psychology "" " Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Wright Microbiology Brea, Calif.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM
NAME ADDRESS
John Philip Burkhard , , Liberty
Anne Marie Carter Manhasset, N. Y.
Maxine May Cates " Louisville
Ann Gordon Evans Lexington
James Ben Fitzpatrick Hazard
Margaret Dorsey Goad Scottsville
John Reidy Guthrie , , , Louisville
Kyra Joyce Hackley** , ,' , Louisville
Edward Thomas Houlihan " , , Winchester
Catherine Hundley , ", " , Lexington
Ann Todd Jeffries ,., ,., , , Columbia
Zach Charles Justice" , Pikeville
Nancy E. Long .. , " Fort Wright
Richard Kent McReynolds* Harlan
William Allen Martin , Harrodsburg
David Wendell Shank** ,., Check, Va.
Charles Hamby Stone" , Hickman
Royce R Tavlorj Ir ! exingtoFl
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Richard C Wallace . Lexington
Carita Kirk White Louisville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Lawrence Dale Abernathy Russell
Madra Sharon Brown Madisonville
Celia Anne Butler Parkersburg, W. Va.
Janice Cook* Lexington
Phyllis Elaine Dixon Lexington
William Jackson Gordon Utica
Maurice Houston Hale* * Madisonville
Eric Lynn Kelley Bardstown
Linda Ruth Lietz·· Oak Park, 111.
Wayland Douglas Rogers Monticello
Emily Mae Spea r Some rset
Teresa Travis Maysville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAME ADDRESS
Judith Ann Bardes v" Wheeling, W. Va.
Susan Wheelwright Carlan Bluefield, W. Va.
Rosemary Collier Lexington
Brenda Marie Lloyd Lexington
Janet Levay Lloyd Lexington
Sue Ann Page Lexington
Margaret Jane VanMeter Shelbyville
Elizabeth Lee Will Louisville
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
STANLEY WALL, Associate Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME ADDRESS
Marvin Lowell Atwood* . Stanford
Leslie Keith Ball........................................ . Bedford
George Kenton Barnett . Cynthiana
Cecil D. Bell, Jr.* . Georgetown
Omer Alfred Bentle* . Falmouth
Joseph Clinton Berkshire Florence
George Gayle Berryman* Lexington
Donald Edward Bonzo** Greenup
Frank S. Button, Jr. . Crestwood
Leslie Donald Colvin* Campbellsville
Garnett Earl Crask* .. Alton Station
Walter Allen Crenshaw........ .. Lexington
Patrick Logan Sylvester Crutcher" * Lexington
John Wade Deme Hasttnos-on-Hudson, N. Y.
James Louis Ewbank .. . Warsaw
John Henry Ewing III . . . Greensburg
Robert A. Floyd* . Yosemite
Hayes Flash Grubb . .. Keavy
Ancel Duke Henson, Jr. * Germantown
Davis Bennett Holder . Gamaliel
DeSoto Hughes* Fonthill
James Frank Jackson Connersville, Ind.
Jackie Dale Jessup Greenville
Sammy Duane Latham .. Hodgenville
Isaac Seldon Little Nicholasville
Larry Ray Long* . Pleasureville
David Stone Lvle" Hopkinsville
Leslie Louis Manley* . .. Versailles
John Stuart Mathis . Shelbyville
Bobby Allen Miller . . Campbellsville
Charles John Moegling** Ashland
Richard Hanley Money, Jr. . Frankfort
Robert Wilson Murphy Lexington
James Edward Nelligan .. Lexington
John Marshall Peters .. Lily
Dennis James Phar" . Lexington
Richard Brown Phillips Campbellsville
Kenneth Moore Porter .. Gracey
.. Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
.... Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Roy Nunnally Roberts. .. Atlanta, Ga.
Joseph Kidd Robinson Lexington
Donald Joseph Ruhe. Irwin, Pa.
Fred Ross Shank** Mt. Crawford, Va.
Billy Graham Smith** . Franklin
Philip Ray Smith* Fonthill
Robert Bennett St. Clair Falls of Rough
George Wallace Stephens . Hestand
Benjamin Avlette Taylor Maceo
Francis Walker Thomas* .. Cecilia
Gary C. Thompson * Berry
Larry Wayne Turley...... .. . Sacramento
Ronald Larry Vaughn* Lexington
Fred Frank Waters" Shepherdsville
Arnold Edgar watson "" Winchester
Cecil Wayne Wells* . Versailles
Glenn Russell Wilson. . Elkton
Jacky Quinton Wllson " . Franklin
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADDRESS
Sandra Marie Belderbecke . Lexington
Susan Wheeler Berryman . Lexington
Janice Weisenberger Brtslln " Lexington
Norma Sue Carrier. . Richmond
Judy Carole Compton . Nancy
Florence Rebecca Cook* . . Lexington
Mary Tapp Corbin . Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Helen Marie Cragg Moorestown, N. J.
Patricia Ann DeMarcus . Wonnie
Carolyn Hope Dunn Lexington
Nancy Smith Ellis** Finchville
Harriette Virginia Graham .. Radcliff
Emily Ruth Greer Middlesboro
Mary Louise Guy Scottsvi lie
Nancy Milton Lay . Barbourville
Phyllis Foreman Lilly** . Taylorsville
Anna Bernice Lucas" Waynesburg
Edna Wayne McMillan .. Finchville
Marty Ann Martin* Alva
Linda Midkiff . Hartford
Sandra Montgomery* Owensboro
Nancy Lusse Nicol** Frankfort
Bonnie Sue O'Bryant . Lexington
Susan Claire Price Covington
Edith Ann Pritchett Frankfort
Patty Sue Rose West Liberty
• Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
•• Degree awarded August J 0, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Bonnie F Ruschell , , ", Lexington
Carol Johnson Sebree* ," , ", Lexington
Jonelle Simmons " ",."." ,., , Auburn
Jeanne Elizabeth Smith , , , , Galena, O.
Mary Nell Stephens" ,.." ,., ,., Hestand
Bobbie Ann Strong Williamsburg
Beulah Gay Townsend** "., , , " , Anchorage
Joan Carolyn Wallace , Lexington
Rebecca Louise Watson Dixon
Mary Jeanette Williams** , , " " , ", Bardstown
Anna Louise Wilson* "" " , " , Cadiz
Alice Dudley Woods , "", .. " ", , ,.,."., Lexington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
ROBERT EZEKIEL SHAVER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
NAME ADDRESS
James Earle Burris Lexington
Charles Franklin Hanna , Elizabethtown
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
David Franklin Fleming* . Flemingsburg
Francis Kenneth Lyvers" . ,.. Loretto
Neill Brooks Tyler, Jr. * . Shepherdsville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
George Richard Black Paducah
Jeffrey Payne Broadhead Jamestown, N. Y.
Eugene Scott Brown Frankfort
James Thomas Devins Owensboro
Martin William Ferris . Butler
Michael Gay Fossen Ashland
Louis Edward Furlong Lexington
Jose Maria Garcia de Paredes . Panama
BobbyWayne Holdman . Sturgis
Lee Kirtley Holtzclaw" * . Stanford
Robert Allen Hudson . Lexington
RoyDuard Ireland, Jr. * Louisville
Robert Howard Jones '" Lexington
Alan Mitchell Lindsey" * .. Carrollton
James Theodore Martin .. Taylorsville
Robert Raymond Radke .. Madisonville
Charles William Reeves .. Paducah
Robert Louis Weber .. Maysville
• Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
•• Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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CANDIDATES FDR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Nabih A. Alkhoja Baghdad, Iraq
Henry Bryant Baker, Jr. .. Hopkinsville
Henry Melvin Bennett" Calhoun
Charles Frederick Berge . Carrollton
Michael Wheeler Brindley.......... Carrollton
Johnnie Hobart Curtis . Hartford, III.
Charles P. Deus" . Lexington
Jack Martin Davis Ashland
David Tracy Deal.... . Argillite
Henry Clay Downing 11*.. . Lexington
Franklin Pierce Duncan, Jr. * .. Maceo
Robert Daniel Farrell .. Cincinnati, O.
George Jacob Freeman .. Fitzgerald, Ga.
Jerry Lynn Glover" . Mayfield
Douglas Culver Griffin II .. Henderson
Richard Alan Hise!"" Lexington
John George Horne .. Robinson Creek
Robert William Jewell. .. Lexington
John B Jones III * .. Lexington
Donald Bruce Keat" .. Lexington
Thomas Robert Layman* Louisville
Edwin Earl Ledford Somerset
Robert Lynn McDaniel* Frankfort
John Lewis McMichael* . Frankfort
Harry Ament Marsh, Jr. * Lexington
Billy Fay Martin . .. Owensboro
Kenneth Mathews* * .. . Nicholasville
Lewis Nicholson Melton .. Barbourville
Thomas Henry Morrow, Jr* Frankfort
James Gordon Music . West Prestonsburg
Ralph Joe Palmer Irvine
Marshall Lee Payne" . Lexington
Billy Tracy Porter . Lexington
Charles Darrell Powers" . Campbellsville
I;'slls!lI5 Rees, Jl . beHiP'l~.ElI'1
James Lee Rodgers . Owensboro
Alfred Thomas Russell III Lexington
Bobby Wayne Simmons.. La Center
Robert Cess Slms " Lexington
Ronald Thomas Swarm" * Lexington
Charles Anderson Sweatt .. Buchanan, Tenn.
Robert Wayne Vaughn* Hazard
James Markwood Wintermyre* Harrisonburg, Va.
James Ray Wright . Corbin
. - * Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME





CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
James Douglas Aaron * . .. Lexington
Aniceto R. Arce-de Grandchant'" * Scarsdale, N. Y.
Roberto Arce Grandchant . Scarsdale, N. Y.
Joseph Barna" .. Hopkinsville
Clarence Edward Barnes" .. Hodgenville
Anthony Wayne Batsel Central City
Arthur Robert Bauer ".................... Cincinnati, O.
SallyMarian Beiderbecke" Lexington
Gordon Edward Bloom" ". .. Columbus, O.
Bob Ray Boggs Cumberland
Anthony Drew Bowlds" Owensboro
Glenn Norman Breden" .. Hodgenville
LowellThomas Casebolt""" "...................... . Mousie
DavidJames Chadwick Albuquerque, N. M.
Carl Ray Chambers .. Williamsburg
Bradford 5 Clark, Jr. '" . Cincinnati, O.
LynnWilliam Coe" Louisville
Simon Kenton Cornett Littcarr
John George Damron" .. .. Pikeville
William Morris Druen'" .. .. Magnolia
James Edward Dutton" Lexington
John Phillip Emrath Lexington
Leonard Travis Farris Lebanon
John Michael Gibson .. Franklin
HurrolWayne Goodwin Utica
RoyLarkin Goodwin* . Vanceburg
James Edwin Gover . Bronston
Marshall Donnie Graham Lexington
OwenS. Halpeny* Covington
James Howard Halsey.................. Lexington
John Lewis Hellmann*'" . So. Ft. Mitchell
Robert Louis Herrick" " Lexington
Leon Henry Htldenbrandt " '" . Louisville
Donald Ray Hite" * .. Owensboro
Clifford Ryan Holliday........ .. Mt. Sterling
James S. Hughes, Jr. . . Versailles
Harry Lee Hurd Lexington
Robert Leo James Harlan
Rufus Thomas Jarvis . Bremen
Walter Richard Lightner'" .. "......... . .. Lexington
Rouale! IleEl!lleli Li; e1, Mu: fe: el. ille
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• Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
•• Degree awarded August '0, 1962.
NAME ADDRESS
Billy Ray Lutes Lexington
Stephen Mark Lyons Owensboro
Richard Lee McDonald* * Eddyville
David Lee Mac Duffee Chenango Bridge, N. Y.
James Patrick McGee* * Winchester
William Merrell Mahoney Lexington
Harold Nicholas Miller* Frankfort
Richard M. Neal* . Georgetown
Charles Smith Nelson Berry
William Ernest Nicholson Danville
John Paul Paynter" Russell
Aubrey Willard Pearson" Scottsville
Ronald Foster Ratliff Regina
James Carvin Rice Wittensville
Charles Lynn Roach Lexington
Raymond Ralph Ruehl Cincinnati, O.
Thomas Jefferson Scott" * Ludlow
Anthony Lee Shields Taylorsville
Jack Ward Simpson Central City
Fred McCauley Smith Lexington
Donald Leroy Snyder Frankfort
Hubert Levi Stewart Hopkinsville
Anthony Joseph Sweeney Lexington
David Arthur Teylor" * Ashland
James Curtis Warwick Billings, Mont.
Robert Bruce Weddle, Jr Pikeville
Joseph Ernst Whitfield, Jr. * Harlan
William Joseph Yousey* Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Fenton Lee Angell Erlanger
Larry Lee Barber Ashland
Reginald L Bethel" Lexington
Ronald Blaine Blackburn** Dry Ridge
Roy Franklin Blackburn Covington
Ttbor Kalman Bondor Louisville
Alvin Benton Broderson Franklin
Robert Goodwin Browning Hobe Sound, Fla.
Allan Edward Bulris .. Saranac Lake, N. Y.
William Harold Castle Winchester
William Carson Claunch" Harrodsburg
Bobby Francis Creekmore * Creekmore
James L Crutcher Lexington
Wayne Morris Devls" * Franklin
Louis Long Dink** Elizabethtown
John Farrell Donovan** Schenectady, N. Y.
*' Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
*" Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Alan Edgar Fairbanks Lexington
Arthur Taggart Foster Morganfield
Ormsby King Hackley, Jr. * . Miami, Fla.
John Douglas Hatcher ,.. Louisa
Lee Foster Henry** . , Cumberland
William Wesley Hunter Wickliffe
Boyd Edward Hurst Louisville
Charles Milton Isaacs** Lexington
William Dunlap Jones** . ,. Lexington
Robert Lucas Kaftan * .. .. Lexington
Ernest Allen Kreitzberg Port Jefferson Sta., N. Y.
James Bernard Moegling** . Ashland
Donald Leo Monin Cox's Creek
Mary Lenna Morton * Falmouth
Robert Beha Noles Louisville
Cahit Ozen Ankara, Turkey
John William Duncan Paschal, Jr. * Lexington
Harry McClelland Peeno Florence
Benny Joe Pember* Mayfield
Ronald Paul Porter" . Radcliff
Russell Thomas Prather . Carlisle
Melvin Adrian Schobert Cincinnati, O.
Rudolph C Seidel Rome, N. Y.
I DoyleWayne Sims * Lexington
James Patrick Yargason** ", Owensboro
Tommy Dale Wells Murray
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
GaryLee Dadisman ,........ . Louisville
Alanna Lee Mangelsen . Lexington
Robert Allen Points , Ashland
Robert William Stovall* Greenville
William Roger Straw* . Independence
Russell Edward Swanson . Jamestown, N. Y.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MINING ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Bruce Wayne Ftnley" . White Plains
Jon Carol Jenkins* Nicholasville
Dennis Ryan Keefer Cumberland
Charles Luther Mills Paintsville
Leland Allen Pollitt .. Maysville
• Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
• - Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
WILLIAM LEWIS MATTHEWS, JR., Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS 
NAME ADDRESS 
Philip Bedford Austin ............................................................................ Lexington 
Thomas Howard Bumett* .............................................. ... .........•...•..... Lexington 
Ollie D Carter* ........................•...............•................•.•...•...•.........• Tompkinsville 
Larry A. Carver , ................................................................................. Minford, 0. 
Charles Schikry Cassis ..........•................•........................•..... Huntington, W. Va. 
James Franklin clay, Jr* ........................................................................ Oanville 
Reford Harold Coleman* ...................................................................... Lexington 
Foster John Collis .............. .... ............................................................ Winchester 
Errol Lloyd Cooper, Jr.* ........................................................................ L~xington 
John N. Cornett* .... ... . ... .............. .. .. .......... ....... ..... .... ....•...•.......... ... .•. Lexington 
Howard Downing ...... .... .................................................................... Nicholasville 
Marshall Polk Eldred .............................................................................. Louisville 
William Edward Gary Ill* ... , ................................................................ Lexington 
William Clarke Gormley ........................................................................ Lexington 
John William Graves ..... ............................................ ............................. Paducah 
Robert Barkley Hensley* .................................................................... Horse Cave 
Hiram Jefferson Herbert, Jr* ................................................................ Glasgow 
Lowell Thurman Hughes ..... ............................................................. Prestonsburg 
Robert Arthur Hutchinson .............................................................. West Liberty 
Frank Nisbet King, Jr .......................................................................... Henderson 
Robert Gene Lawson . . . . . .. . .... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . Lexington 
Jefferson Vimont Layson, Jr ............................................................... Millersburg 
David Eugene Murrell ..................................................... ..................... Covington 
James William Owens** ................................................................ . ......... Hazard 
William Robinson Patterson, Jr.* .......................................................... Louisville 
Rona·ld Glen Polly ................. ..................................... .......... ....... •........ McRoberts 
David Aubrey Rhodes* ....... .. ........ ...... ...........•........•... ......... .......... ...... Lexington 
Paul J. Shapiro ................................................................................... Manchester 
John Ellis Smith* .......... .'.: ....................................................................... Topmost 
William Preston Snyder ...................................................................... Georgetown 
George E Stigger fl I . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... . . . . . . ................ .. . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... Henderson 
Charles Elbert Tomkies .......................................................... Huntington, W. Va. 
Daniel Jackson Tribell* ................................. ................................... Middlesboro 
Anthony Morgan Wilhoit ...................................................................... Versailles 
Herman John Yopp ........................................................ ... ................... Lexington 
• Degree awarded January 25, 1963. 
• • Degree awarded August 10, 1962. 
34 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
LYMAN VERNON GINGER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BAG:HELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Sailiel Leslie AbbeH llisler) _, bjR8BI'l
Lillian Bridges Acree**" Elementary Education Walton
Elizabeth Anne Alcorn Elementary Education Hazard
Carol Elise Armstrong * * Elementary Education Rochester, Mich.
Clarella Settle Ayer* Mathematics Paris
George Richard Baker Music .. Lexington
Tirri Kenneth Bartels Chemistry Louisville
Nan Bauer Speech Therapy Cincinnati, O.
Robert Martin Bethn Biological Sciences Frankfort
Mary Ann Bennett Elementary Education Fulton
Lois Bentley" * . Elementary Education Jackhorn
Susan J Bertelsman* Business Education Fort Thomas
EleMeptary Ed 'cation lo'dp'ille
Anne Neville Blackshear. .. Biological Sciences. .. Millersburg
Mary Ellen Dedman Boden** Elementary Education Glasgow
Barbara A Bonino Physical Education Louisville
Brenda Kay Booke Speech Therapy Miami, Fla.
Joanne B Bootes" * Elementary Education Fort Thomas
Klarenda Lee Bowling Biological Sciences Charleston, W. Va.
Patsy Faris Bowling* Elementary Education Lexington
Joyce Jean Brewer Biological Sciences . Lexington
Mary Kathryn Bready" * Elementary Education Paducah
Lois Jane Brown .. Elementary Education Lexington
Ronald Fetters Brown* .. Physical Education Coatesville, Pa.
Mary Jo Burke " Elementary Education Lexington
Stanya Louise Burlew* . Business Education Owensboro
Robert Douglas Butler Physical Education Madisonville
Sarah Jane Byers Elementary Education Lexington
Elizabeth Bruce Carpenter Elementary Education Chagrin Falls, O.
Susan Anne Carter Elementary Education Frankfort
Jimmy Castle, Jr. . Biological Sciences .. Lexington
Ann Reed Chamberlain Social Studies . Lexington
Hel il'l Rattop Chandler Physical EdllPtion corbin
Karen Ellen Chase
Jacquelyn Chestnut
Ralph H. Childers" *












* Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
•• Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Suzanne Elizabeth Churn ..Business Education Pikesville, Md.
Emily Hadden Clarke** Elementary Education Mt. Sterling
Nathan Booth Clements** History and Political Science Union
Nancy Faye Clemmons Business Education Shelbyville
Lynn Karen Cline Elementary Education Mt. Olivet
Harmon Thea Clingner* * English Maysville
Vora Wi ley Clough * * -::.-:Elementary Education Versailles
Gary W Cochran Physical Education Etowah, Tenn.
Patricia Jean Cody................. .. Elementary Education Louisville
Myrtle Lee Coffey* Elementary Education Jamestown
Patricia Sue Coleman Political Science Pikeville
Ruby Wallace Collins Business Education Glencoe
Maxine Carol Conover** Business Education Balboa, Canal Zone
Sarah Mae Cornell Elementary Education Bardstown
Elaine Sondra Cox Speech Therapy Glendale, O.
Nancy Olive W. Crabtree** Elementary Education Campbellsville
Miriam B. Crawford* Elementary Education Lexington
Robert Louis Crouch Science Owingsville
David Estill Crump** Physical Education Paris
Joyce N Cunningham History Indianapolis, Ind.
Andrea Dykes Daniels* English Winchester
Mable Ann Davenport* * Business Education Nortonville
Lena Jo Dees* Elementary Education Hartford
Moninda Lee Dlecks Elementary Education Elizabethtown
Elizabeth Barker Dodd* * Elementary Education Richmond
Joyce Leanne Dotson" Elementary Education Shelbyville
Kay Shaw Drahmann** Social Studies Newport
Kenneth Bruce Drake** History Cox's Creek
Mary McCormick Draper" * Elementary Education Sherman
Faye Alexandria Drew History Lexington
Lionel Duff* * Elementary Education Decoy
Janice Elizabeth Duncan Special Education West Palm Beach, Fla.
Henry Hunter Durham Business Education Columbia
Joyce Durham Business Education Columbia
Ruth Keller Early Elementary Education Nashville, Tenn .
Kathryn Dudley Evans" Political Science Pueblo, Colo.
Allen L Feldhaus" Physical Education Burlington
Elna Belle S. Fields** Elementary Education Littcarr
Barbara Jean Finley Social Studies Louisville
Anne Evan Finnegan Elementary Education Louisville
Robert James Foose .: Art Lexington
Alice Elaine Ford" Science.. .. Owensboro
Karl Spillman Forester" * History Harlan
Elmer Haskel Fraley History Whitesburg
Roy Denver Frazier" * Physical Education Price
Harriett Elizabeth Frederick Elementary Education Louisville
Patricia Trower Garrett" Business Education Lexington
Ronda Sue Garrison Elementary Education Louisville







* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August l O, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Gene Germain* Elementary Education Harrodsburg
Nancy Sue Gllllem " * Business Education London
Robert Lee Gilmore* Physical Education Ashland
Margaret Moran Goley Elementary Education Florence
Beverly C Gonzalez Social Studies Miami, Fla.
Gloria Eldridge Goodaker .. Elementary Education Princeton
Thomas E. Goodlett . History and Political Science.... Bloomfield
Frederica Gould Elementary Education Paducah
Norma Snapp Greely* English Lexington
Gullion Evans Gross" Elementary Education Cumberland
Newell Perry Hadden, Jr. * * .5ocial Studies . Lexington
Doris Jeannine Haines .. English Lexington
Elizabeth Louise Hale Physical Education Delbarton, W. Va.
Laura S Hall** .. Elementary Education Littcarr
Norma Lee Hamilton" . History, Library Science Science Hill
John Mark Hanna .. Physics . Elizabethtown
Twyla Reesor Hanna * Mathematics, Physics . Elizabethtown
Carolyn Bruce Hardwick History .. Lexington
Glenn R. Hardy................ .. Social Studies Fort Thomas
Carol Anne Harper Mathematics Madisonville
Joanna Mary Harper . Physical Education Columbia
Janice E. Harris Special Education Louisville
Barbara Kaye Hatton ... Elementary Education Louisville
Helen Anne Haywood .. ...Elementary Education Franklin
Mary Ann Heady Elementary Education Eminence
Willard Eugene Heath** History . Lexington
Carolyn Elizabeth Helt Elementary Education Lexington
Sherrill Marie Henderson Business Education Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Kathy Gay Herron . English Erlanger
Mary Johnston Higgins Engfish . Lexington
James Daniel Hill*. . Physical Education Neon
Martha Cecelia Hill* .. Elementary Education Hopkinsville
Helen Joan Hisel Elementary Education Lexington
Lloyd Hodge** Physical Education Mayking
Olive Kidwell Holbrook t S Elementary Education Ewing
Patricia Ann Holbrook .. English . Ashland
Christel Martha Honigmann Elementary Education Lexington
Phyllis Ann Howard .. Elementary Education Louisville
'bl'i ARR lnIo' 'Cor flemerhp/ Fd!'G?tior Frankfort
Mary Ivaree Huff * * Elementary Education Florence
Thomas E Hutchinson Physical Education New Albany, Ind.
Mary lvaree Huff* * Elementary Education Lawrenceburg
Doris Clark Hyden" * Elementary Education Prestonsburg
Burnis Jacobs" Biological Sciences Pippa Passes
Sandra Fay Jagoe Elementary Education Owensboro
James Clary Johnson Physical Education Lexington
Robert Lewis Jolly Physics Hardinsburg
Virginia Lee Jones . Elementary Education Cincinnati, O.
w'lf"am lnIerry lores Hi&toP/ ! 0 liE' ills
• Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
•• Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
William Lee Jones" '" Physical Education Fort Thomas
Janice Leigh Jordan Elementary Education Louisville
Moni::c Celli::, KSI"511cr Bisley·cal £eie ees bwi gle 1
Virgil K. Kelley, Jr."'''' Science Junction City
l;laFB3FiI 'e31'l Kell, 5eeial at~elies ,. .. beHi gt81'l
Evelyn Ann Kelsall Elementary Education St. Joseph, Mich.
Nancy Eleanor Kenney" '" Elementary Education Lexington
Ann Marie Kilkenny . .. Business Education Lexington
Lula Tiller Kirkland" Elementary Education Lexington
Wanda Mae Poe Kirkpatrick History Alexandria
Judith Elizabeth Kirn Elementary Education Louisville
Gertrude Kohler" '" Elementary Education Darien, Conn.
Michelle Ann Kroger English Pikeville
Elizabeth Lillie Hurst Lacy" "'. .. .. Elementary Education West Liberty
Linda Howe Lawrence Business Education Lexington
Eugene Bedford Lee English Sadieville
John Alan Lenox .v.Bioloqice! Sciences Lexington
Nancy Katherine LeRoy Elementary Education Paducah
Reatha Ann Lewis .. ...Elementary Education Lexington
Saundra Sue Little Mathematics .. Ashland
Nora Lee Longmire'" .Busfness Education, Biological
Sciences Frankfort
Palmer Keith Lowe" '" Biological Sciences Eastern
James Doel Luttrell Biological Sciences Brownsville
Elizabeth P McCahren'" '" English . .. Mt. Sterling
Cecil Curtis McCarty'" '" Physical Education .. Lexington
Charles Truman McCracken'" Mathematics Gray
Peggy Lea McDonald Elementary Education Louisville
Vicky Lu McLendon'" Elementary Education Zanesville, O.
Elizabeth Ann Maglinger Physical Education Owensboro
Monroe A. Major'" .. Biological Sciences Shepherdsville
Vivian R. A. Marks . Elementary Education. .. Lexington
Lowell Lloyd Martin .. Biological Sciences Langley
Ruth Fothergill Mason"'.... .. Elementary Education Union
Roger Lee Meek'" Physical Education White House
Nishan Messerian Chemistry. .. Williamson, W. Va.
Robert R. Meyer .. Business Education Lyndonville, N. Y.
Phyllis Sue Michael'" Music, History........... .. Richmond
Alice Jeanne Miller , Elementary Education , .. Lexington
Percy Wilson Miller" Elementary Education Middlesboro
Joyce LaDeli Mills .v.Buslness Education ., Manchester
Carolyn Baxter Minor'" .Elementarv Education Lebanon
Roger Owen Minton , Biological Sciences Dubuque, Iowa
James Gorman Mitchell .Bloloqical Sciences.. Barbourville
Janice Joy Mitts'" .Science .. .. , Sherman
Carolyn L. Moore , , Elementary Education Lexington
Opal Gibson Moore'" Elementary Education Winchester
Bobbie Dale Gambrell Morford*'" Elementary Education Corbin
" Degree awarded January 25, 1963.










... Biological Science ....
.... Elementary Education
........ Art
...... History and Political
Science South Attleboro, Mass.
Lochie B. Overbey .Elementary Education Murray
Jane Elizabeth Palmer" * Business Education Cynthiana
Janice L Parke "" Elementary Education Brinkley
Barbara Gale Pass" .. Biological Sciences. Lexington
Dorotha May Passow Elementary Education Park Ridge, Ill.
Rose Marie Peacher Elementary Education Hagerstown, Md.
Nancy Dale Peel............ .. Elementary Education Nicholasville
Ada Louise Petot English Campbellsville
Carole Claire King Phillips Business Education... .. Grayson
LucilleBritton Piner" * Physical Education ........ Wilmington, N. C.
Irma Strache Pinkerton Elementary Education Lexington
Geneva Lambert Points*'"' Elementary Education Dry Ridge
Mary Mildred Popp" * Elementary Education Independence
Patricia Ann Pringle Mathematics Columbia, S. C.
Linda Fay Puckett. .. Elementary Education Louisville
Viola Ballard Pumphrey* Elementary Education Paris
Josephine McLean Purkins* Elementary Education Lexington
LarryWayne Pursiful** Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Four Mile
DavidL Ravencraft .. Physical Education Lexington
SydneyLee Renfrew......... . Elementary Education Paris
Wilma Jean Reynolds Social Studies Pippa Passes
Carolyn Lee Riddell Elementary Education Lexington
Barbara Blaine Brawner Roach Elementary Education Frankfort
Judith Kay Roach Business Education Paducah
BeverlyKay Roberts" Biological Sciences .. Ashland
MarilynWalker Rogers Elementary Education Charleston, W. Va.
Adolph Frederick Rupp, Jr.· Social Studies .. Lexington
Mary Ann Sams . Elementary Education Harlan
Rosemary Watkins Savage Elementary Education Cadiz
b·F,.~aL 8 '6 ~liiI:J9r:QF Hider)' I opiS'dllwo
NAME
Teddy Randolph Morford
Nancy Ann Morgan ..
Joyce Coldiron Morton
Lundy Goble Mulfinger* *
Shirley Pulliam Murphy
Kirke Bergen Muse
















Dorothy Scott Schrader ..Elementary Education .
Patricia Sue Scully* * English ..
Judith Ann Secunda .. Biological Sciences ..
Patricia Temple Selke" ...Elementary Education
Deborah Anne Shaffer Elementary Education ..







* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME / MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
Philetus S Simms .. . . .. Physical Education Springfield
Ramona H. Simpson** Elementary Education Lawrenceburg
Tommy Ray Simpson" ... Physical Education .. . Lebanon
Sarah Ward Slusher" History, English Lexington
Vernon Benson Small, Jr. * * Social Studies Fond du Lac, Wis.
Hugh Vernon Smith** ... Physical Education Central City
Judy Buisson Smith* .Elementary Education Lexington
Martha Llewellyn Smith Elementary Education Lexington
Henrie Louise Snodgrass English . Alva ~
Iia Marie Soulis* Elementary Education Lexington
Lynn Chenault Sower Elementary Education Frankfort
Jean Thomas Squtfflet Elementary Education Harrodsburg
Anita June Steele Physical Education Vicco
Mary Elizabeth Stein Elementary Education .. . Louisville
Beatrice Fisk Steinhauser Elementary Education Morning View
Carol A Steinhauser Elementary Education Fort Thomas
Mildred Gritton Stevens" * .. Elementary Education Hazard
Helen Rodey Stewart" * Social Studies Lexington
Jaqueline Stewart Social Studies Lexington
Wanda Sue Stewart . Mathematics Paducah
John Herman Stidham** .. . History .. Lexington
JoAnn Stone" .. ..Physical Education Louisville
Nina Jean Stroup .. History Owensboro
Anne L. Irvin Sullivan" Elementary Education. . Lexington
Marilyn Julia Swift" .. Elementary Education Louisville
Linda L Tackett Business Education Falmouth
Gilbert Blakely Tanner" Physical Education London
Barbara Lynn Taylor .. Elementary Education Fort Thomas
Carol Summers Taylor" Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Kathryn Taylor History Ashland
Rebecca Brown Taylor** . Elementary Education Lexington
Bonnie Hawes Thomas . Speech Therapy........ . Owensboro
Richard Pierpont Thomas** History and Political Science Anchorage
Barbara Lane Thompson Elementary Education Franklin
Nancy Vaughn Thompson Elementary Education Franklin
Linda Davis Thurmond... . Mathematics . Louisville
Harold Russell Tinnell** Physical Education Louisville
Murray Toborowsky History . .. Perth Amboy, N. J.
Anne Rebecca Todd Elementary Education Lexington
Bobby Gene Todd English Eubank
Marilyn Alice Tripp" Elementary Education. . Lexington
Patricia Ann Tuttle Elementary Education Monticello
James Conley Valentour" Elementary Education Lexington
Robert Arnold Van de Venter Elementary Education Canoe
James J. Varellas, Jr History Georgetown
Charlotte Sue T. Vaughn Elementary Education Lawrenceburg
Daniel Thompson Vinyard* * Elementary Education Harrodsburg ~
Joan VanNess Walker* * Elementary Education Fort Belvoir, Va.
Marthanne Warren Elementary Education Lexington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.




Gertrude Carigan Webb* .
Julie B Webb .







Jo Ann Wilson ...
Lynda Longbons Wilson * *
Patricia Ann Winters
Elizabeth Jane Withers .
Doris Levina Burnett Wood * *
William Emerson Woodall*
James William Yarbrough**
MAJOR OR AREAS ADDRESS
.Elementary Education Harrodsburg
.. ..... Biological Sciences. Lexington
.. .Historv Frankfort
.Political Science Springfield, Tenn.
.......... Elementary Education Charleston, W, Va,
......... Elementary Education ." .. , Frankfort
....... Elementary Education Lexington
.. History Brandenburg
........ Elementary Education Cadiz
......... Special Education, , Florence
.c.Elementery Education Madisonville
..Elementary Education ..... Florence
... English Bellevue
...... Speech Therapy Hardinsburg
...Elementary Education Miamisburg, O.
.. .Social Studies " .. Millersburg
.. .Phvslcal Education, ", Sturgis
• Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
•• Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
CECIL CLAYTON CARPENTER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE '
NAME ADDRESS
James Wesley Adams Crestwood
Kenneth Alexander Akin, Jr Spring Station
Harry Jefferson Alder** Williamsburg
Eric Allison Alley* * Lexington
Mary Warder Anderson" Lexington
Henry Scott Baesler Lexington
James Allen Baller" " So. Ft. Mitchell
Carlyle Klauder Bailey.............. .. Henderson
John Lancaster Banta * Lexington
Sandra Lee Barrett" * Beaver Dam
Salvatore Bertolam! Neptune, N. J.
John Matt Bingham** Lexington
Fritz Bradford Bodenheimer Lexington
Paul Bee Bond* , Louisville
Charles Scott Boyd , ""."" ".,., ", Frankfort
Leonard Edward Brammell , Ashland
William O. Brower" , ." , Milford, O.
Elizabeth Ann Buckley Winchester, Mass.
Ashton Bernarr Burke Hopkinsville
Rodney Scott Cain" Independence
John Ernest Callahan" * " Lexington
Paul Edward Campbell" Catlettsburg
will"al""l"l J;>ale Ciiln;lsr Ch.innat'j 0
Charles Stevenson Casstdv"" " , Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charles Robert Caudill" , Covington
James Edward Chapman ,.. " Columbia
William David Charmoli** Louisville
Ross Harper Chatfield, Jr Louisa
Robert William Cheap , "., Ashland
Sharon Nancy Chenault , .. , Fern Creek
Troy Douglas Chrtstopher " * Lexington
Mary Ruth Cinnamon , Bondville
Clement Hale Cochran til East Aurora, N. Y.
Gerald Bruce Coffey* Collettsville, N. C.
Lloyd Owen Combs** . Amelia, O.
Wanda Estell Combs , Stanford
Sa" .uel E""ius Ee • edell i .
",""David Michael Coyle** .. ,' Frankfort
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Patricia Gayle Craig . Mt. Sterling
Jack Clifton Crutcher" . Louisville
John Robert Dedden . Lexington
Franklin Joseph De Santo** Louisville
Elizabeth Ann DeVault Kingsport, Tenn.
Barry S Dillon" . .. Louisville
John Morris Dixon, Jr. ** Lexington
James Leonard Edelen .. Springfield
Gilbert Ray Edwards Lexington
DonaldClifford Fagaley .. Bellevue
Richard Charles Figurell* * .. Haze1crest, Ill.
Thomas Glenn Fisher .. Corinth
William Grafton Forsythe . Royal Oak, Mich.
William Lynn Frazier .. Catlettsburg
SidneyThomas Gaines Lexington
Marvin Kelsle Garland, Jr Lexington
Carle Lewis Garrett" .. Covington
James Donald Gibson** Wheelwright
DavidWilliam Graham* . Bellevue
WilliamWilbur Gray, Jr. * . Lexington
Charles Merwin Grayson, J r. Covington
Gerald Edward Greaves Denville, N. J.
'VCharles Thomas Greene" .. .. Lexington
William Walter Hale* * .. liberty
NancyAnn Hall........ Lexington
Robert Lucien Hall...... .. Lexington
Max Dean Haught* * .. Eubank
Peter Bailey Heister Bellevue
George Robert Herron . Lexington
Madacl Jed, Iliel!!!!. .. Catlettsl~iI:oIl~
John Edwin Holcomb Albany
Robert Louis Howard . Lexington
James Stuart Huffman .. Elizabethtown
Jerry W. Humphrey* * Lexington
Roger Lee Huston Lexington
Charles Edward Hutchinson ** . Lexington
CliffordWayne Ishmael Covington
Robert Allen Jones** . .. Pewee Valley
Stanley Hines Jones .. Glasgow
Robert Stephen Kanarek * . Lexington
William Dolph Kaufman Houston, Tex.
Jane Wilson Kincaid .. Lexington
Barrie Leslie Konicov* .. Louisville
BillieBassett Ledbetter Monticello
LarryJones Ledbetter* Monticello
Kenneth Harold Lewis .. Lexington
Judith Brandt ligon Lexington
Margaret King Lisle" * .. Lexington
.-'o'1ohnRobert livingston .. Lexington
~ Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
• ~ Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Joy Ann Wettstein Loomis" Elnora, N. Y.
Joseph Carroll Lubv" * . Lexington
Dottie Lee Lunsford . Dayton
Jerry Louis McAtee . , Ft. Thomas
Nancy Clay McClure .,., . ,. Owensboro
John Louis McDaniel* Millersburg
Marcia Elizabeth Mackey , Barbourville
Paul Thomas Martin* Lexington
William Robert Martin** Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Daniel Arthur Marullo, Jr Newburgh, N. Y.
Bernard Richard Meese, Jr.** .. Florence "'"
~ Thomas Richard Miller* * .. Falmouth
~ge William Mills Madisonville
Shelton N. Moberley Lexington
Edwin Brent Monroe Lexington
Wayne Curtis Moore Lexington
Joseph Clarence Moraja* Springfield
Ronald Hudson Moss Lancaster
Stanley Campbell Nickell* Ashland
John Carl Norfleet Lexington
~ald Lee Nuerge Lexington
/ ~oger Marion Oliver Berea
Gene Paul Owen . Jeffersontown
Robert Taylor Owen* * Jeffersontown
James H. Parrish Charleston, W. Va.
Joseph Henry Pee no * Erlanger
John Conner Powers* Erlanger
John Charles Ragland Harrodsburg
John Franklin Rampulla III Lexington
Carolyn Marie Ramsey............................................ .. Frankfort
Jerry Lemuel Ream Glasgow
James Bertram Riley . Owensboro
Terry Reed Roberts Ft. Thomas
Wilton Callahan Rose** . Lexington
Harry Brown Roush** . Frankfort
Eugene Daniel Ruffier" * Huntington, W. Va.
John Francis Samuels .. Lebanon Junction
Thomas Durant Schiffer" * Covington
Edward Robert Schneider" * Lexington
David Edward Searcy* Lexington
Donald Curtis Seay* * . Anchorage
William Bennett Secrest" Maloneton
Judith Lynn Shewmaker" Lexington
Joseph Adrian Simpson Lexington
David Fulton Smith* Lexington
Larry LeRu Smith** . Lexington
Roger Talbott Smith** Danville
Wendell Hunt Smock * . Louisville
Seymour Martin Spears 111* : Lexington
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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NAME ADDRESS
Wayne Ronald Stemmer 0>..... . Flatwoods
Joan Stonestreet Covington
Ronnie Walker Surer" . .. Frankfort
Joseph Edward Sutherland, Jr Pleasureville
James David Sympson * . Fern Creek
.Jimmy Lynn Thomas Mayfield
Edward Bernard Tiemeyer . Lexington
Mary Ann Tobin . Irvington
Robert Joseph Todd . , Augusta
William Allen Tolman, Jr . Lexington
Pe~HIJ E:lIol"1T i Florence
Patricia Ann Tweel . Huntington, W. Va.
William Thompson Vennes . Lexington
Rosemary Susan Wakefield . Louisville
Jane Barkley Ward Lexington
John Morland Webb .. Lexington
Donald Owen White, Jr. .. Chicago, III.
Duncan Campbell White Lexington
James Allen Wilkirson .. Lexington
Johnny Garland Williams .. Hopkinsville
Charles Thomas Wilson Lyndon
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
** Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
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EARL PLATT SLONE, Dean
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY
NAME
Lawrence Joseph Allgeier, Jr.
Grover Preston Art
Emil Wilson Baker .
Ernest Rodney Bleidt
Lanny Gene Branstetter. .. .
James Clay Casey ..
Ralph Neal Duke
Michael Forrest Durbin .
ADDRESS
.................................. Louisville













John Baxter Hitt II
Joe Frank Howard .
Steve S. Hyman
Linda Ann Johnson . .
John Ronald Judy .
Lewis Clemard McFarland, Jr.
Clarence Edward McGaughey ..
James Daniel Norvell
Gerald W. Nottingham .
Mary Sue Pollom ......
Donald Jackson Rice.
Thomas Nolan Riley
Ella Jean Rogers .
Adrienne Lou Scott .






















1:11 I 8 FP'I Cit1'
Henry Richard Vinson, Jr . ................................... Cadiz
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
MARCIA A. DAKE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
NAME





* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.
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COMMENCEMENT HONORS

















L-o-Airam Jefferson Herbert, Jr. *
Linda Sue Hoffman
Saundra Jean Howard
Mary lvaree Huff* *
* Degree awarded January 25, 1963.






































William Hayden Smtth ""
Charlotte Sue T. Vaughn
Duncan Campbell White






















Jacqueline Driscoll Hagler* *
Doris Jeannine Haines
Barbara Kaye Hatton




• Degree awarded January 25, 1963 .
.. Degree awarded August 10, 1962.
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either






Honors in Botany-Virginia RappBarrett
Honors in Economics-Rebecca Barlow
Honors in Microbiology-Elizabeth Ann Wright
Honors in Modern Foreign Languages-Dudley Lanier Milward
Honors in Music-Celia Anne Butler
Eric Lynn Kelley
Honors in Philosophy-Jackie F. Robinson
Honors in Political Science-Lois Anne Garnett





Honors in Radio, Television, Films-David Allen Blakeman
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions
The award is made to one man and one woman of the grad-
uating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one
other person who is not a student of the University, who need
not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall
have some interest in, association with or relation to the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this
form of recognition obviously appropriate.
Ann Gordon Evans
David William Graham
This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Prest-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940. Each graduating class since
1917 has heard the charge and taken the
accompanying pledge.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new reo
lotion to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State
now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do
your part in the government, development and guidance
of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feel ing of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted
to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship
of the University. It is right and fitting that you should
stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this
pledge with me:
The Pledge
In the presence of this oudience, citizens of the Common-
weolth and members of the University, with a strong sense of
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service
of God and my fellow man.
In testimony of your conduct ond purpose, the Uni-
versity Foculty recommending, the Boord of Trustees
of the University has conferred upon you the Diploma
of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thrc' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
